
E-Bay Wagon 
 

This article is a true description of an AECS technical help desk problem and how it was solved.  
 

Vehicle 
 
Audi A3 2008 1.8 TFSI Petrol Turbo Direct injected 

Audi A3 2008 1.8 TFSI (picture sourced from internet). 

Problem presented to the Technical Support Team 
 
Problem presented to the technical support team 
 
We have an Audi 2008 Audi A3 with an unknown background which refuses to start, it winds over and 
runs briefly and dies. The car has been bought by this customer to do up, we have been asked to make it 
run. 
We have the ATS scope and have done AECS training. We have measured the following: 
 
Ignition vs Injection: 
 
As we teach in the EMS1-1 when you have a no start or stall situation, you want to know if you lose igni-

tion, injection, or both. He followed the right path . 

ATS 500XM scope recording ignition (trigger) and injection. 



Because the diagnostician could not see anything wrong with this recording, other than that when the en-
gine had stopped, the ignition and injection had disappeared, he proceeded with a recording of the fuel 
pressure vs injection. 
The whole thing sounded and to him looked like it was running out of fuel, plus these vehicles are notori-
ous for fuel pump issues (low pressure and high pressure pumps). 
Let’s face it, when the engine runs out of fuel, the engine stops and both the ignition and injection stop 
pretty much at the same time, something that they clearly do in the recording. 
 
Rail pressure vs Injection 
 
So he measured the rail pressure with the injectors as a reference 

ATS scope recording of the injectors and rail pressure 

Proof! 
 
Clearly visible in this recording is that the rail pressure falls when the injectors begin to inject fuel. The 
fuel used by the engine is not replenished by the obviously faulty pump! 
 
A new (in tank) low pressure pump and pump driver was ordered as they most often fail.  
 
The pump was fitted and presto…? 
 
Still exactly the same! The engine would fire up and die. 
 
The diagnostician felt a bit uneasy after such a mistake but to give him credit, it is a bit hard to detect the 
difference between a faulty low pressure pump and a faulty high pressure pump. 
To proof that the high pressure pump was faulty he recorded the spill valve on the pump vs rail pressure, 
to see if there was perhaps a control fault, or if the pump it self was faulty. 
Just to make sure. 



ATS 500XM recording of the high pressure pump’s spill valve vs the rail pressure when the engine is 
starting and dying. 

The above recording clearly shows that the ECU is doing an effort in trying to keep the pressure high 
enough (Spill valve actuation), but that at the same time the rail pressure drops. 
 
HP Pump 
 
The pump was removed and replaced. Problem still exactly the same, this was the confidence killer for 
the diagnostician. He needed assistance from the AECS help desk. 
To be honest we were impressed by the determination of the diagnostician and also by the path he took. 
However when we asked him what codes he had in the car the answer was less desirable. 
 
Too many codes 
 
He told me that there where far too many codes in this car to take them seriously… 
The codes where reset and what you see reported below are only the codes that came back. 
 
For you the reader I have highlighted the codes that sparked our technical help desk’ interest. We have 
blacked out the shop and car details for privacy reasons. 
 

ATS 500XM scope 



As you can see, this is information overload for most!  
However I can sort of see why the diagnostician went for the fuel pump. 
 
Don’t like 
 
What the help desk tech did not like at all were the immobiliser key faults. What was that all about? 
Let’s for a moment forget about the fuel pump, why is there an immobiliser fault code? Could you ask the 
customer if there recently been a key change or if they have a spare key? 
The customer asked the previous owner, who told us that this was the only key. 
 
Could the key have lost its memory perhaps? 
 
We at AECS have not seen that before, where a key suddenly has lost its memory, when all components 
are in good working order, but I guess there is always a first.  

Launch Auscan3, fully automatic performed health 
check report.  
Only one ECU without trouble codes, something 
very common for European cars. 

Information overload 



 
Without knowing a good pattern, it was immediately clear that; 

1) The aerial around the key barrel was working correctly, so no wiring issues there as google sug-
gested. 

2) That the immobiliser did NOT recognise the key, and kept calling for the key for a prolonged peri-
od of time (4seconds is very long for immobilisers to call). 

 
Key Memory lost? 
We needed to look at the key and reprogram. It looks like it had lost its memory after all. I guess there 
is always a first time. 
No matter what we tried with the Launch and its XProg extension for recoding keys and ECUs, we 
where not successful. 
We at the helpdesk started to seriously doubt the Launch at that stage. In a clear moment we realised 
that the Launch has not let us down yet, maybe there was more than what met the eye. 
We asked the diagnostician to open the key and look for the RFID (radio frequency Identity) chip. We 
have had before where on keys the little chip falls out of the key particularly when the key has gone 
through a hot washing machine. 
 
 

The diagnostician googled the vehicle and immobiliser issues and found that it is ‘real 
common’ for these vehicles to loose the connection between the immobiliser ECU and the 
aerial in the steering column. If that was the case the Key would never be recognised 
which would likely set the key not recognised codes. 

Really… Google? 
 
We have learned over the years that the information from google is pretty much next to useless as most 
of the information is written by hobbyists and google graduates. We still entertained the thought and pro-
ceeded to test the RF signal around the ignition barrel. 
 
A 100x coil was placed around the ignition barrel with the scope connected in datalogger mode so we 
could record at high speed for a longer period of time  

ATS 500XM in scope and data logger mode, recording of RF around the key barrel. 



Found it! 
We got sent the following pictures: 

Picture of the E-Bay key, highlighted where the chip is 
supposed to be 

No damage to this key, but no RFID chip either! How do you explain that? How can a chip disappear with 
out any trace that it has ever been there. This key is screwed together so it actually really hard for any 
chip to get out. 
Please be mindful of the fact that this key did lock and unlock the doors. 
 
Awkward 
 
The customer was asked to find the previous owner and ask them if they had done any work with the key. 
Now that is an awkward conversation! 
The lady who owned the vehicle before the customer that brought the car in, was contacted and was 
open to the conversation. She told the customer that to make the car look more attractive they had the 
key replaced by a new one (from e-bay)… 
With a stroke of luck the lady had not thrown out the old key yet. She was so kind to send the key to the 
workshop. 
Guess what we found!  

Picture of the original key with the chip still glued in 
place. 
Please note that this key has a gasket and is also of 
better build than our E-bay key. 



Holding the key fob close to the key barrel when trying to start the car with the E-bay 
key made the car fire up and run. 
The internals of the genuine key were put back in place and a recording of the immobi-
liser communication was made with the ATS 500XM scope and the 100x coil placed on 
the barrel.  

Recording of accepted key 

100% 
 
There is simply no better and quicker way to determine if a key has been accepted and if the immobiliser 
system actually tries to figure out the key, than with the ATS scope and a 100x coil. We even check the 
key's remote buttons with those coils, in the AECS training. 
Car was going and fixed with a not so nice looking key, better get a new key from the official channels 
next time! 
 
Conclusion 
 
The diagnostician made right at the very beginning of the story an, for him, unusual mistake and made 
one further along also after he got lost in the case. 
The first mistake was to not look at the ignition and injection recording in enough detail. 
 
The ignition and injection suddenly stop, when the engine is running at 1388 RPM. This means that the 
ECU stops the ignition and injection, not because the engine physically stopped rotating, but because it 
was ‘unhappy’ to carry on keeping the engine running. 
This is a classic sign of an ‘immobiliser signal not accepted’ issue. 
 
The second mistake was to ignore the immobiliser fault codes buried between the sheer amount of fault 
codes. 
 
Please realise that this diagnostician is of high caliber. Why this was missed is not sure to me, I guess we 
are all human and mistakes are a normal part of life. 



Ignition and injection when the engine stalls 

I am happy that the AECS help desk has been able to assist with this case. 
 
Tools used: ATS500XM scope, 100x coil, Launch Auscan3, and a lot of knowledge. 
 

For AECS Ltd  

Herbert Leijen 
Trainer/Research 
www.aecs.net 

AECS  Equipment used for this case: 

LAUNCH Auscan3 
Professional scanner 

$4,224+gst 

ATS 500XM scope 
2CH +signal generator 

$3654+gst 

AECS 100x coil 
$69.50+gst 



Thank you for reading this article.  
Could I please ask you kindly to have a quick look at our workshop equipment? 
 

The Launch SLD-501 Smoke machine 
 
This great new Launch product is the quickest way to find leaks in intake manifolds, vacuum or air pres-
sure hoses, exhaust systems, and more. 
 

Find out why you have fuel trim adaption fault codes or low boost problems, just to name a few. 
The SLD501 has an onboard air pump to distribute the smoke.  
 

An onboard pressure gauge and flow meter show if you are chasing your tail or a true leak, imagine you 
waiting for smoke to appear while there is no leak. 
 

The pressure it can achieve is high enough to test high level boost engines’ manifolds. 
The fluid reservoir is easy to top up with oils available from any supermarket. 
A timer will turnoff the smoke producer after 5 minutes. 
The power supply is 12V. The unit is built sturdy with a steel casing, yet it is still light (3.3KG) to make it 
hyper mobile.  
 
We at AECS absolutely love this machine! 
Look at the pictures below: 

It comes with a carry case for 
the accessories like: 
- 12V Power cord 
- Smoke tube with nozzle 
- Intake manifold adapter cone, 
to fit in round tubes (manifolds) 
from 26mm to 85mm 
- A set of 18 plugging caps from 
5mm to 97mm 
- Balloon plug set with hand 
pump and spare balloon, to plug 
off unusual shaped pipes great-
er than 40mm. 
 

 

Complete kit: $1,583.00+gst 



LAUNCH is celebrating 30 years of making diagnostic equipment.  

LAUNCH started building humble communication equipment in 1992, a little after the introduction of  
EFI in vehicles. 
AECS has been a very proud distributor of Launch since 2004. And what a ride it has been!  
The depth of the LAUNCH tooling combined with the training and technical support of AECS has been 
copied often but never quiet matched. It makes LAUNCH and AECS leading in the NZ market. 
 
Enjoy the celebrations! 
 
A breath of fresh air in this world of negativity: we have actually dropped our pricing for the month of Au-
gust if you order one of the kits above in August!! 
 
• AUSCAN3 ($4,224+) combined with the HD expansion kit ($2,990+) for a staggering $5,724+gst 
• EUROTAB2 ($8,297+) combined with the HD expansion kit ($2,990+) for a  $9,700+gst! (limited stock) 
 
Call us as soon as you see this to reserve your deal! 
 

NOTICE: In the week 8th to 12th of Aug we have a big company training event. 
We will be hard to get hold of during this week. Please email or leave messages. Thank you for your un-
derstanding. 

  


